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AUTHORITY:
Pursuant to 29 Del. C. § I 0119, the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control
is adopting amendments to Tidal Finfish Regulation 3504 without prior notice or public hearing
to assure that Delaware's commercial Striped Bass harvesters are not burdened with an
unnecessary harvest constraint that also results in unintended wanton waste of fish, which
collectively pose an actual and imminent danger to this fishing resource and its associated
businesses. 7 Del. C. § 903(h) authorizes the Department to adopt emergency regulations when
such regulations are necessary to deal with an actual or imminent public health threat or danger to
a fishing resource or habitat involving finfish.

REASON FOR THE EMERGENCY ORDER
The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission approved in 2014 Addendum IV to
Amendment 6 to the Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for Atlantic Striped Bass (the
Addendum) that imposed a 25% commercial quota poundage reduction on all states with
commercial Striped Bass fisheries, resulting in Delaware reducing in 2015 its commercial quota
poundage by 25%. The Addendum also required all states to reduce their recreational Striped
Bass harvest by 25%, resulting in Delaware changing in 2015 its recreational Striped Bass size
limit from a 28" minimum length to a slot size limit of 28" to 37" and 44" or greater. The
regulation change implementing the new slot size limits for the recreational fishery inadvertently
required the Striped Bass commercial hook and line fishery and commercial fall gill fishery to
abide by these new recreational slot size limits. This presents a hardship for these two
commercial fisheries as an additional and unnecessary constraint to their harvest within the
already required 25% commercial poundage quota reduction.

Cf Delaware does not use an emergency order to change the size limits for its Striped Bass current
commercial hook and line fishery and upcoming fall commercial gill net fishery, these two
fisheries, which already had their harvest reduced by 25% due to the 2015 commercial quota
reductions, face a continued unintended and unnecessary harvest constraint of restrictive
recreational fishery slot size limits that require greater effort to fill or prevent filling their reduced

